SEXUAL HEALTH NEEDS
FINDINGS FROM THE EUROPEAN MEN WHO HAVE SEX WITH MEN INTERNET SURVEY (IRELAND)

Read the full report at www.gayhealthnetwork.ie/research

SEX ALWAYS AS SAFE AS THEY WOULD LIKE
- YES: 75%
- NO: 16%
- NOT SURE: 9%

FOUND IT EASY TO SAY NO TO UNWANTED SEX
- YES: 79%
- NO: 12%
- NOT SURE: 9%

IN THE LAST YEAR 27% HAD CONDOMLESS ANAL INTERCOURSE BECAUSE THEY DIDN’T HAVE A CONDOM

AWARE OF PEP (POST-EXPOSURE PROPHYLAXIS)
- 83%

AWARE OF PrEP (PRE-EXPOSURE PROPHYLAXIS)
- 86%

LIKELY TO USE PrEP IF AVAILABLE AND AFFORDABLE
- 49%

KNEW THAT UNDETECTABLE=UNTRANSMITTABLE (U=U)
- OVERALL: 59%
- OF MEN LIVING WITH HIV: 93%

IN MEN WHO NEVER PREVIOUSLY TESTED FOR HIV
- DID NOT KNOW WHERE TO TEST OR WERE NOT SURE: 45%
- 56% IN THOSE 17-24 YEARS

HEPATITIS A AND B VACCINATION
- UNAWARE THAT THESE VACCINES ARE RECOMMENDED FOR MSM: 37%